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HOW YOUR CHURCH CAN HELP 

EMPOWER THEEMPOWER THE
FINANCIALLYFINANCIALLY
BURDENEDBURDENED

Erase Medical Debt for 
Struggling Families

Eradicate medical debt through generosity.

Recruit volunteers to be advocates for struggling families.
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3 Make debt forgiveness available to your congregation.
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A medical crisis should not be followed by a financial crisis, yet in Houston, often that is the 
case. For families who have already suffered through medical challenges, the ongoing weight of 
astronomical hospital bills and the consequential damage to their credit can continue to haunt 
them for years. The COVID-19 pandemic has furthered the problem as families carry costs for 
long term hospital stays, treatments, and equipment like ventilators. 

Every day, 79,000,000 Americans choose between paying their medical bills and basic needs 
like food and shelter. 66% of all bankruptcies are tied to medical debt, and 25% of all US credit 
card debt is actually medical debt.

Your church can come alongside families struggling under the weight of medical debt in one of 
three ways:

YOUR NEXT STEPS

Eradicate medical debt through generosity at pennies on the dollar.
Your church’s generosity can free a family of the ongoing burden of their 
medical bills. Love Has No Limits has acquired the medical debt of families in 
Houston that your church can help completely resolve at a fraction of the cost.

NEXT STEPS
To make a donation towards medical debt, reach out to our team at 
coordinators@lovehasnolimits.com

Coming Soon: You can also share this call to action with your church by 
downloading “Launch Assets.”
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Thousands of Families are Struggling Under 
the Seemingly Insurmountable Weight of
Medical Debt

THE PROBLEM:THE PROBLEM:
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Raise up volunteers to be advocates for families struggling with 
medical debt.
In order for hospitals to keep their nonprofit status, they have to have programs 
in place that aid families without incomes large enough to cover their medical 
expenses. Your members can be trained to advocate with hospitals on behalf of 
families eligible for these programs, helping them come to a lasting resolution 
and freedom from their debt.

NEXT STEPS
Visit LoveHasNoLimits.com/poverty to sign up for a medical debt launch call 
with our team.
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Medical debt forgiveness is something that more people need that we realize.  
You can make these services available to your congregation. Every patient must 
fulfill several qualifications including income level to be considered for debt 
forgiveness. 

NEXT STEPS
Coming Soon: Download our Communications Package at 
LoveHasNoLimits.com/MedicalDebt and share the opportunity with your 
congregation. 

3 Make debt forgiveness available to your congregation.

Email Us At 
coordinators@lovehasnolimits.com

FOR QUESTIONS


